Opel astra 99 fuse box

Years of production: The production started for the same year and the deliveries also. This is
the fourth generation of the same model. Apart from the naming convention, different features
make it unique. This model comes with inch alloy rims as standard and one can also opt for
inch ones which are way lighter. The overall mechanism of the car makes it apt for the efficient
driving experience. The availability of, a mechanical limited-slip differential, Recaro-style sport
seats, an electronically controlled FlexRide active suspension, HiPerStrut front suspension,
OPC badge on gear knob, steering wheel, on instrument dials, front and rear bumper, standard
rear spoiler makes it equipped with all-round features. The engine options for this model are
available with both 5-speed and 6-speed manual transmission. One can easily choose as per
their choice. It also comes with different options such as 1. In the models produced in , there
were some of the interactive systems introduced. The innovative functions attracts lots of
people. In the consecutive years, the model has experienced some of the basic changes in
features. Apart from the visual changes it also includes bumpers and grills and some minor
changes with headlights. The updated Astra J fourth generation has some serious updates in
infotainment systems such as Eye front camera with enhanced traffic sign assistant, following
distance indication FDI and forward collision alert FCA , a rearview camera, advanced park
assist and side blind-spot alert. These are the features that provide immense safety and a sense
of unique driving experience. The fuse box is in the front left of the engine compartment.
Disengage the cover and fold it upwards until it stops. Remove the cover vertically upwards.
After having changed defective fuses close the fuse box cover and press until it engages. If the
fuse box cover is not closed correctly, malfunction may occur. In left-hand drive vehicles, the
fuse box is behind the storage compartment in the instrument panel. Open the compartment
and push it to the left to unlock. Fold the compartment down and remove it. In right-hand drive
vehicles, the fuse box is located behind a cover in the glovebox. Open the glovebox, then open
the cover and fold it down. The fuse box is on the left side of the load compartment behind a
cover. Fold down the blind and remove. Remove the cover. Login Register. Opel Astra: Fourth
generation This model comes with inch alloy rims as standard and one can also opt for inch
ones which are way lighter. Circuit 1 Displays 2 Exterior lights, body control module 3 Exterior
lights, body control module 4 Infotainment system 5 Infotainment system, instrument 6 Power
outlet, cigarette lighter 7 Power outlet 8 Left low beam, body control module 9 Right low beam,
body control module, airbag module 10 Door locks, body control module 11 Interior fan 12 â€”
13 â€” 14 Diagnostic connector 15 Airbag 16 Power outlet 17 Air conditioning system 18
Logistics 19 Body control module 20 Body control module 21 Instrument panel cluster, antitheft
alarm system 22 Ignition sensor 23 Body control module 24 Body control module 25 â€” 26
Power outlet load compartment if no load compartment fuse box Sports tourer only. Sports
tourer The fuse box is on the left side of the load compartment behind a cover. When
assembling press the blind into the rubber grommets to reach full retention force. Circuit 1 â€”
2 Trailer outlet 3 Parking assist 4 â€” 5 â€” 6 â€” 7 Power seat 8 â€” 9 â€” 10 â€” 11 Trailer
module, trailer socket 12 Trailer module 13 Trailer outlet 14 Rear seat, electrical folding 15 â€”
16 Inside mirror, rear view camera 17 Power outlet 18 â€” 19 Steering wheel heating 20 Sunroof
21 Heated front seats 22 â€” 23 â€” 24 â€” 25 â€” 26 â€” 27 â€” 28 â€” 29 â€” 30 â€” 31
Amplifier, subwoofer 32 Active damping system, lane departure warning. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse
box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. Lake Ford helped make these videos. The video above shows how
to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Opel Astra in addition to the fuse panel
diagram location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high
beams, power windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have
a fuse that has blown out. If your Astra is experiencing electrical problems, you should always
check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some
Opels have multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you
where the interior fuse box of your Astra is located. If your Astra has many options like a
sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have
multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Astra, make sure you replace it with one
that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the
component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your Astra. Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. One of the easiest fluids to top off learn how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your car. Properly inflated tires is the
easiest way to improve fuel economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the side of your tire btw.
Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling

and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development
costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add washer fluid. Change center stop light. Don't be the
guy with your third brake light burnt out. Change an engine fuse. If you have an electrical
component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first. Add air to your tires. See all videos for
the Opel Astra. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything
Fuse box in engine compartment. The fuse box is at the front left side of the engine
compartment. Headlight range adjustment, light switch, clutch switch, instrument assembly,
driver's door module. Fuse layout, version B Several protect some functions fuses Astra H.
Depending on the equipment version, there are two different fuse boxes in the luggage
compartment for differing electrical circuits. Skip to content. Windscreen wash system, tailga te.
Heated rear window, heated exterior mirrors. Mobile telephone, digital radio, Twin Audio,
display. Horn, ABS, brake lig ht switch, air cond itioning system. Heating, air conditioning
system, air quality sensor. Control unit,steering column module. Cigarette lighter, front socket.
Interior fan electronic climate control. Interior fan heating and air conditioning system. Adaptive
forward lighting, headlight range adjustment. Adaptive forward fighting, headlight range
adjustment. Brake system, air conditioning system, clutch switch. Adaptive forward lighting,
headlight range adjustment, light switch. Control unit, steering column module. Mobile
telephone, Infotainment system, display. Fog light. Load compartment power outlet. Reversing
lights. Rear power windows. Air conditioning system. Front power windows. Heated exterior
mirrors. Heating, air conditioning system. Rain sensor, tyre pressure monitoring system,
interior mirror. Electrical foldable exterior mirrors. Ultrasonic sensor, anti-theft alarm system.
Cigarette lighter, front power outlet. Socket for towing equipment. Central locking system,
terminal Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the fifth-generation Opel Astra Vauxhall
Astra , available from to the present. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Opel Astra K , , and
, get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the
assignment of each fuse fuse layout. The fuse box is in the front left of the engine compartment.
Additional fuses are located near the vehicle battery:. The fuse box is located behind the cover
on the central console. If the fuse cover has a power connector, it must be removed by using an
adapter and a screwdriver the adapter is stowed in the glovebox. The fuse box is located on the
left side of the load compartment behind a cover. How to check the fuses? How to replace a
blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Engine
compartment fuse box. Instrument panel fuse box. Load compartment fuse box. Learn more:
How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the fourth-generation Opel Astra Vauxhall
Astra , produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Opel Astra J , , , , and , get
information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment
of each fuse fuse layout. The fuse box is located in the fr
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ont left of the engine compartment. Disengage the cover and fold it upwards until it stops.
Remove the cover vertically upwards. In left-hand drive vehicles , the fuse box is behind the
storage compartment in the instrument panel. Open the compartment and push it to the left to
unlock. Fold the compartment down and remove it. In right-hand drive vehicles , it is located
behind a cover in the glovebox. Open the glovebox, then open the cover and fold it down.
Sports tourer: The fuse box is on the left side of the load compartment behind a cover. How to
check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive
fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the
fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Power
outlet load compartment if no load compartment fuse box Sports tourer only.

